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Libraries serve the societies in which they function.  I find that the statements
I, II, and III in the ALA Code of Ethics encompass the main societal mission of
libraries: to serve the public good by making the society’s records readily
accessible to its members.  Providing the highest level of service to all library
users—whether through equitable access to usefully organized resources,
efficient reference services, protection of intellectual freedom, resisting to
censorship, or protecting users’ right to privacy and confidentiality—is essential
for any library’s existence.  When I position myself as a library patron, these
statements would speak to me the most.  If I were to change anything in this
group, I would fine-tune the privacy and confidentiality-related statement by
mentioning the special circumstances under which these conditions could be not
met, i.e. when information disclosure is required by law, e.g.: “We protect each
library user's right to privacy and confidentiality with respect to information
sought or received and resources consulted, borrowed, acquired or transmitted. 
We keep the privacy policy consistent with applicable federal, state, and local
law.”  The applicable privacy law in the state of CA, for example, can be found in
California Constitution (Article 1, Section 13).

Service to society, as it applies to libraries, should be not only seen in serving
the information users but also its creators, or authors.  Let's face it: if there
were no information creators, libraries would have nothing to disseminate. 
Statement IV, in that regard, helps maintain the creator-user equilibrium,
supporting the expectation of free and equitable access to information on one
side and the right to intellectual property on another.  There seems to be a
tendency to view intellectual property as a restriction on the free access of
information, particularly as it applies to limitations on reproducing and
disseminating the copyrighted material.  For that reason, I believe Statement IV
could benefit from adding a fair use provision, in order to facilitate the patrons’
understanding of the terms of use of copyrighted library materials (Copyright
Law of the United States of America, § 107), e.g.: “We respect intellectual
property rights and promote fair use of copyrighted works.  We advocate
balance between the interests of information users and rights holders.”

As an aspiring library and information science professional, I feel very strongly
about Statements V through VIII, which focus on library employment, training,
and professional development issues.  I perform the best in a positive,
respective, fair, and supportive working environment.  My performance is
directly related to the overall organizational performance, which in turn,
contributes to the overall state of the professional field.  Libraries constantly
evolve along with the societies in which they exist; and as societies continue to
transform, so do the needs of the library users.  The support of professional
growth would be therefore critical in my ability to consistently meet the
increasingly changing needs of library patrons.  The most challenging task
within this group of statements is the ability to distinguish between my
personal convictions and professional duties, in particular as they relate to the
provision of equitable access to information resources.  As any human being, I
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have my own set of values and beliefs.  As a mother, for example, I have always
been concerned for the well-being of the under-age library users.  With that in
mind, I have to educate myself as to how to provide best service to this
particular group of library clients, without interfering with their right to free and
equitable information access.
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